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This long title is given to the vast circular and cycling route starting in Fabara through
agricultural roads that run through the Serra Buitresa, extensively cultivated valleys,
and high platforms that have continuity beyond the Aragonese border through Catalan
lands. Halfway down the road, you descend to the valley of the Algars with its puddles
and pine forests, an idyllic place after the harsh dry land to cool off or take a break
along the way. From here, it is recommended to pay attention to the successive
intersections with the Nonaspe-Pinyeres route and with the Camino Jacobeo.
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The route starts from the small rest area at Calle Maella, in
Fabara, coinciding with the start of the route between Fabara
and Maella. The first kilometers are traveled along the
agricultural roads of the Serra Buitresa until arriving at the Vall
Comuna. There it connects with a better track and it turns right
to reach the natural viewpoint of the Algars valley and start the
descent towards the river.

It passes by the dilapidated country house of Vinya de Mora and
the ruins of an old waterwheel. Once it reaches the country
house of Figueres, the PR-Z 155 enters a small grove of pines
that lead to the ford over the rocky bed of the Algars river. On
the opposite bank, the route connects with the Natural Way from
Nonaspe to Pinyeres and follows the track downhill to a new
junction and route diversion. The PR-Z 155 turns right to climb up
the Mascaras Valley, while the route from Nonaspe to Pinyeres
progresses along the valley.
 

Crowning the top of the valley, the forest of La Princesa is a
dividing platform between the Algars and the Vall Major. A little
further on the route joins, in the Catalan border, the Camino
Jacobeo or of Sant Jaume between Fabara and Batea,
continuing along the signposted track towards Fabara

The PR descends along the Vall Bona track, separates from the
Camino Jacobeo and turns left to head towards the nearby
ruins of the Moli Vell, and crosses again the ford of the Algars
river. It continues on a good track, leaving the farm road on the
right along which continues the route from Nonaspe to Pinyeres.
A little further, on the right, at a distance of about 100 m, we
can find the archaeological site of the Roquizal del Rullo. The
route leaves the good track to the right by worse roads that go
up the small Vall de Lledons and ends its route in Fabara by
way of the Rambla Arbolitos.
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Roquizal del Rullo, a settlement of Hallstatt origin that yielded ceramics and other utensils from the 9th to the 4th century BC; Roman
mausoleum of Lucius Aemilius Lupus; Church of San Juan Bautista (15th century).

datasheet
Distance:Distance:  23,1km23,1km
Time:Time:  5h 15 min5h 15 min
Elevation +:Elevation +:    330 m330 m
Elevation -: Elevation -: 345 m345 m
Kind of Tour:Kind of Tour:  CircularCircular
Natural environment severity:Natural environment severity:  22
Itinerary Orientation: Itinerary Orientation: 11
Difficulty:Difficulty: 2 2
Effort:Effort:  33

services Fabara: Bar, Meals, Rural Tourims and Store.
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